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Police cameras:
costly installation

U.S. police departments consider
equipping their officers with expensive
body cameras amid public criticism
of police shootings. Page 3

It’s Taylathon time

See how Taylathon teams are getting
ready for this year’s race. Page 4

Art for all students
Upcoming All Student Art Show is open
for more than just art majors. Page 6

Public mourning

Fans take to social media to share
in their grief over much-loved
Gilbert Blythe actor. Page 7

Trojans take two
Tennis teams each grab a win
at IWU tourney. Page 8
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“Ring by Spring” not a
reality for most seniors
Julia Oller

News Co-Editor

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

In The Game of Life, where dream
careers are the luck of the draw and
mansions come without mortgages,

marriage is an inevitable stop along
the way.
In the real-life version, though, tying the knot isn’t as effortless as parking the minivan and adding another
miniscule plastic piece to the vehicle.
Nearly all of senior Dustin Waldron’s friends are engaged or dating,
and he has watched pressure build

this semester as seniors feel the
need to secure their love lives before
graduation.
“To me, ‘ring by spring’ is a joke,
but the actual pressure’s not,” Waldron said.
Despite the perception that
Taylor provides the ideal environment to meet a future spouse,
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Filching from lost and found bins is an art for some students.

Give and take
Rules on lost and found
bins fuzzy at best
Cassidy Grom
Staff Writer

Freshmen roommates Jonathan Taylor and Alec Ellsworth are lost and
found scavengers. They have taken
two pairs of jeans, a TV stand, a DVD
disc drive, several T-shirts, a pair of
boots and a DVD from various lost and
found bins around campus.
The pair has a system for lost and

found shopping. If they find an item
they like, they wait a few weeks or
even months, then take it if it is still
there. Typically, they do not feel guilty
about their actions.
“If someone cares enough (about
their lost item) they will find it in a
week and a half,” Ellsworth said.
On Taylor’s campus the lines between abandoned and lost property
can be blurry. Consider the ironing
boards in English: they are the place
where students can leave tasty treats
for their wing to enjoy or a T-shirt

they no longer want, but they are also
the place where the housekeepers put
lost and found items.
Housekeepers aren’t the only staff
members watching over misplaced
items. Generally, administrative assistants trust students who claim to be
the owner of the lost objects. However, they are learning to be more careful with expensive items.
“One time someone turned in a
laptop,” said Lisa Royal, an administrative assistant in the Music Department. “While we were trying
to find out whose it was, someone
stole it off my desk and put it in a
piano bench.”
Eventually a maintenance staff
member found the laptop and was
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73 percent, or nearly three-quarters, of all 17,996 Taylor graduates
are married to non-Taylor grads.
A 2013 Facebook Data Sciences
study showed similar results, finding that only 28 percent of married
college graduates married someone from the same school.
No ring no worries continues on page 2

able to return it to the rightful owner.
Administrative assistants work
hard to return items of value. But
currently there is no written policy on how long an item must be in
a department’s or residence hall’s
lost and found before it is given
to the campus police office. Some
departments turn in items after
the semester— some after the academic year.
A few weeks after the spring semester ends, the police office donates unclaimed items to local charities.
For scavengers like Ellsworth and
Taylor, lost and found bins that are
more guarded make them feel uneasy.
“The KSAC has an amazing (selection),” said Taylor. “But you have to go
back and talk to the front desk people and they pull (the bin) out. So you
feel awkward taking things that aren’t yours.”
Last month, a student took a “Fort
Wayne Female Bible College” sweatshirt from Rupp office’s lost and
found. Although the owner never
asked for it back, several men from
Broho approached the student concerning it.
According to Indiana property law,
she should have returned the sweatshirt. There are no “finders-keepers”
laws in Indiana, said attorney Rebecca Loeffler of the Kiley, Harker and
Certain firm in Marion.
“All found property, recovered
property and cleared stolen property should be released to its owner
upon supplying proof of ownership,”
Loeffler said.
But Jeff Wallace, Taylor chief of police, takes it a step further.
“Don’t confuse the law with community,” Wallace said. “We are all supposed to live in a community here,
which means we all have to look out
for our brothers and sisters and their
best interests.”
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Multiple air raids hit Yemen
despite calls for talks
aljazeera.com

Loretta Lynch wins confirmation as
attorney general
bigstory.ap.org

be off on their own with no outside she divorced her husband six years
support. But she encourages anxious after marrying him.
students to embrace their singleness
“What’s important is that you have
like she and her friends did during her to work on yourself first,” Elder said.
time working in Chicago.
“Healthy people attract other healthy
Every Saturday they met for brunch; people.”
every spring break meant a trip to a
Few solid statistics on the didifferent island.
v orc e rat e of
“ We l o v e d “There’s a lot more people outside Taylor grads exof Taylor than inside of Taylor,”
ist, but this has
our single life,”
Berkhalter said.
Waldron said. “Just because you’re not stopped a
As the aver common rumor
in close proximity with people
age age of marthat the divorce
riage continues doesn’t necessarily mean you have rate at Taylor is
to date them or marry them.”
to increase—it’s
higher than the
currently 29 for
national avermen and 27 for women—single- age. According to the Taylor alumni
ness is becoming the norm rath- database, 2 percent of Taylor grads
er than the exception. A 2014 Pew who marry other Taylor grads and
Research Study on millennials 5 percent of those who don’t marry
(adults ages 18–33), found that Taylor grads are divorced.
Berkhalter said that these results
only 26 percent of those in this
age
group
are
married.
are
skewed, however, because not
“What’s important is that you
Taking for self-reflection after grad- all grads change their name or marhave to work on yourself first,”
uation is invaluable to a fulfilling sin- ital status when they divorce. The
Elder said. “Healthy people
gle life, according to Berkhalter and national divorce rate is approxiMegan Elder, a 2006 graduate.
mately 21 percent, according to the
attract other healthy people.”
Although Elder did not mar- 2010 U.S. Census.
ry a Taylor grad, she felt pressure
Even though most Taylor couBerkhalter said that sometimes to marry soon out of college like pl es stay togeth er, c ounselor
students feel that if they leave school many of her friends. Due to the un- Caroline Poland believes that
without a significant other, they’ll healthy nature of her relationship, the per vasive “ring by spring ”
m e n t a l i ty a d d s u n n e c e s s a r y
stress to seniors already overwhelmed with graduation.
S h e has watch ed seniors use
their romantic relationships as
shields to guard against impending changes, which sometimes
leads to harm.
“To know that you are starting a
life with someone instead of having
to go out into the unknown alone
can feel very reassuring,” Poland
said. “But it can also lead people
into staying in relationships that aren’t healthy or good for them, just
for that security.”
Poland, Waldron, Berkhalter and
Elder want students to know that
it’s just fine to leave Taylor without a
wedding band.
“Just because at the moment you’re
single on campus doesn’t mean you’re
bound for failure,” Waldron said.
He might be a third wheel for the
next few weeks, but Waldron doesn’t
Future stories will consider seniors’ spirituality, student debt and the
mind. While his friends take a pitstop
impact Taylor has had on seniors’ lives.
at Marriage, he can cruise on through.
Waldron has no problem being single. Statistically speaking, he feels he
has a better chance of finding someone outside of Upland.
“There’s a lot more people outside
of Taylor than inside of Taylor,” Waldron said. “Just because you’re in
close proximity with people doesn’t
necessarily mean you have to date
them or marry them.”
Dara Berkhalter, executive director
of Alumni Relations, had no intention
of marrying a Taylor grad when she
graduated in 2002. After meeting her
(now) husband Jason (’97) when they
were in Taylor’s MBA program in 2008,
she jokingly told a friend that he was
the man she would marry. Six years of
long distance dating later, they married last August.

Graphic illustrated by Matthew Morse

Staff Writer

Although it has only been in place for
the past seven years, Heritage Weekend celebrates the last 169 years of
Taylor history. The event began with
the dedication of the Memorial Prayer
Chapel in 2008.
“They wanted an event to celebrate Taylor’s rich heritage: the impact they’ve had for generations and
the people who are here now,” said
Sherri Harter, executive director of

April 24, 2015

Development. “The impact that’s being
made now will be felt for generations.”
Friday’s events will honor Taylor’s
current students’ heritage by including their grandparents.
Taylor will welcome grandparents
with a morning devotional and an invitation to attend chapel. Throughout
the day, grandparents will also be able
to visit classes and take campus tours.
Grandparents can choose from a variety of campus activities, including the
C.S. Lewis Collection open house and
the Service of Remembrance and Hope.
The celebration will conclude with a
presidential reception and a Grandparent’s Day concert featuring Chorale.
“(It’s a) great opportunity for

NC House okays 3-day waiting
period for abortions
america.aljazeera.com
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Michael Brown’s family sues
Ferguson over shooting death
reuters.com

Renewing perspective
Taylor streams a conference
this weekend to discuss
the character of Jesus
Ally Horine

News Co-Editor

This weekend Taylor hosts an open
dialogue coupled with sessions
streamed from the Simply Jesus conference in Denver.
Simply Jesus aims to create a refreshed perspective on Jesus. The
event invites those who want to re-engage, relearn and redeem the person
of Jesus to thoughtfully participate in
dialogue about how they can know
him better.
“It has been said that we can
have a tendency to major in the
minors in our faith and lose sight
of Jesus amidst them,” Director
of Residence Life Sara Hightower
said. “It seems like this gathering’s
intention is to foster conversations about Jesus. My hope for the
gathering is that it provides a renewed or fresh perspective for us
on Jesus that leads us to love him
and others more.”
The Simply Jesus conference, located in Denver, lasts all weekend. While
Taylor cannot stream the entire conference, breakout sessions will be
available today and tomorrow in the
Honor’s Lodge.
Each session will show several
TED-style talks, followed by discussions to unpack the ideas presented. Every talk focuses on Jesus
and his ministry. After each set
of talks, students will be divided
into groups and discussion leaders
will provide topics and questions
for them. While questions will
be prompted, Hightower says the
topics will remain flexible so what
resonates most with the group can
be discussed.
“As we explore the stories Jesus told, what they reveal about

him, and what they might teach
us, it’s my hope that students
will ultimately become more like
him,” Lighthouse Director Katie
Rousopoulos said. “I hope students recognize the importance of
living out the relational Gospel—
not just on short-term mission
trips, but right here on campus in
our everyday lives.”
One conference speaker knows
Taylor well. Carl Medearis, father
of Anna Medearis (’13) has previously visited Taylor and spoken
in chapel. Recently he reached
out to associate professor of philosophy and religion Kevin Diller
in an attempt to get Taylor connected with this conference. Medearis lived in Beirut for 12 years
working with Arab-American and
Muslim-Christian relations. He
also authored a book on these issues entitled “Muslims, Christians
and Jesus.”
This conference is free of charge
and open to the entire student body.
While going to all sessions is recommended, it is not required.

Simply Jesus Schedule:
Friday, April 24
Session One: 11:00 a.m.–2:00
p.m. (Lunch will be provided)
Session Two:
p.m.

2:00 p.m.–5:00

Session Three: 7:00 p.m.–10:00
p.m.

Saturday, April 25
Session Four: 1:00 p.m.–4:00 p.m.

Graphic provided by simplyjesusgathering.com

Taylor screens multiple talks from the Simply Jesus conference this weekend.

Honoring our heritage
Lexie V. Owen

Honoring our heritage

TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

U.S. strike inadvertently killed U.S.,
Italian hostages; Obama apologizes
reuters.com

The single life continued from page 1

Heritage Weekend
memorializes impact of
previous generations

“It’s a great time for a wonderful mixture
of individuals with a heart for Taylor to
come together.”

grandparents that are important in
the student’s lives to experience a day
in the life of their grandchild,” Harter said.
Saturday’s Heritage Weekend activities will celebrate those who have impacted Taylor as a campus.
The Women’s Giving Circle will
meet in the Braden Room at 11 a.m.
Each year, members of the Women’s Giving Circle assemble in the fall
during Homecoming and in the spring
during Heritage Weekend to pool their
resources and provide grants for select departments at Taylor. Over the
past four years, they’ve provided over
$250,000 for Taylor’s academic departments and the Taylor Fund.

Saturday afternoon, the Council of
100 and Bishop William Taylor Society Reception will be held in the Great
Room. Bishop William Taylor Society members have included Taylor in
their wills and estate planning. The
Council of 100 includes individuals
who have given over $100,000 during
their lifetimes. During the reception,
they will induct 10 families and individuals who have reached that level
during the last year.
At 5 p.m. the annual President’s Dinner will begin in the Dining Commons.
This invitation-only gathering will include 450 donors who have given to
Taylor and 250 students who have received donor-sponsored scholarships,
giving them an opportunity to meet
and receive recognition in person.
Entertainment will include Conor
Angell performing a piece from Taylor

Friday

Saturday

In The Loop
Sunday Monday
Tuesday

4 p.m.
Grandparents Day
Chorale Concert

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Taylathon

2 p.m.
I Love a Piano

REDIGER CHAPEL

TAYLOR LOOP

MITCHELL THEATER

10 a.m.
Chapel Seaman Lecture
Theresa Wagler
REDIGER CHAPEL

Theatre’s latest production “I Love A
Piano” and Evan Koons singing “The
Prayer for Taylor.” Speakers will include President Habacker, Vice President for Advancement Ben Sells and
Executive Director of Alumni Relations Dara Berkhalter.
Donors have also been offered complimentary tickets to Saturday evening’s performance of “I Love A Piano,”
with 275 guests expected to attend.
“It’s a great time for a wonderful mixture of individuals with a heart for Taylor to come together,” Harter said. “The
university is very appreciative of our donors. We appreciate the heart that they
give and the way that they give.”
For a full schedule of Grandparent’s
Day/Heritage Week events, please visit taylor.edu/events/heritage-weekend/
schedule.shtml.

Wednesday Thursday

5 p.m.

5:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Lap swimming

7:30 p.m.
Jazz ensemble

EULER ATRIUM

EICHLING AQUATICS WING

RECITAL HALL

Sounds Spring
Concert

WORLD & NATIONAL

“The argument we’re seeing today is why
don’t we spend a bit more on cameras
now and we’ll save a lot on litigation in
the future.”
Police cameras: installation costly
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FRIDAY

AROUND

THE WORLD
A drone carrying small traces of a
radioactive material was found on the
rooftop of Japan’s capital building on
Wednesday. Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe wasn’t in the building at the time
and it’s not known yet who landed the
craft. (CNN)

A report from the Centre for
Social Justice warns that gangs
are several steps ahead of UK
authorities. To tackle the problem,
the think tank recommends that
the government increase crossborder police operations. (BBC)

Photograph provided by Jiji Press/AFP/Getty Images

Photograph provided by Wikimedia commons user: Mifter

U.S. law enforcement is being accused
of entrapment amid recent arrests on
terrorism-related charges of six young
Somali-Americans from Minneapolis
and others throughout the country.
These arrests have prompted renewed
questions over the degree of real
security achieved by disrupting plots
that law enforcement had helped shape.
Photograph provided by Wikimedia commons user Smallman12q (Al Jazeera America)

Photograph provided by Wikimedia commons user Tungsten

The Calbuco volcano in southern
Chile erupted for the first time in 42
years. An evacuation was ordered for
the residents of the nearby town of
Ensenada and those living from in
other smaller communities. Chile has
the second largest chain of volcanoes
in the world after Indonesia, with
about 500 that are potentially active.
(BBC)

Photograph provided by John Giles/PA Wire

Photograph provided by Petrobras

Following a review by Police
guarding London airports will
start using drones for surveillance
following a review by counterterrorism officers. (BBC)

On Wednesday, Brazilian police
arrested Joao Vaccari, the treasurer
of the ruling Workers’ Party—leading
a corruption investigation of the
country’s state-run oil company,
Petrobras, closer to President Dilma
Rousseff ’s inner circle. (Reuters)

Compiled by Joe Friedrichsen
Graphic by Luke Secaur

Police cameras:
installation costly
Law enforcement
agencies seek to outfit
officers with expensive
camera technology
Joe Friedrichsen

World & National Editor

The rise of widely publicized police
shootings of unarmed civilians is
sparking interest among police departments about issuing body cameras for their officers. But budget
constraints will likely impact how
widely these expensive devices are
adopted by police.
In the U.S., there are currently
around 700,000 sworn police officers, Reuters reported. Of the
20 largest police departments in
the country, only 16 have partly equipped or plan to begin supplying their officers with cameras,
according to a Reuters survey. The
survey also found that not one
of the 20 departments has been
able to provide kits to all its patrol officers.
Part of this can be attributed to
the high expense of outfitting officers. Cameras can cost between
$350 and $700 each. Police departments also need to purchase
costly systems to process and archive the many hours of video
footage produced by the cameras.
The cost of storing that archived
footage is even higher.

“If public money is being
spent on this technology, the
onus is certain to make sure
that it’s being evaluated as
it’s being rolled out, rather
than deciding that it works
and then that’s that”
Because of these problems, New
York’s Suffolk County is the only
one of the 20 largest police departments not currently considering the use of cameras.
To help with these high costs,
the Dallas Times reported, President Barack Obama is pushing
for a $75 million plan to help buy
50,000 body cameras for police.
This initiative has stalled because
of congressional inaction.

In several U.S. cities—from Austin , Texas, to the small town
of Munroe Falls in northeast
Ohio—officers are buying their
own cameras to record public
interactions. The city of Cleveland , O hio, also saw the use
of personal cameras and cellphones by their of ficers. But
just this year, Cleveland’s city
council approved funds to equip
their officers.
Not e ver y on e i s convinced
rushing to buy cameras for police officers is a good idea. Alex
S u th e rl a n d , a re s e a rc h e r a t
Cambridge University, believes
the effectiveness of cameras is
still in question and that there
needs to be more studies in more
places about the utility of body
cameras on police officers, NPR
reported.
“If public money is being spent
on this technology, the onus is
certain to make sure that it’s being evaluated as it’s being rolled
out, rather than deciding that
it works and then that’s that,”
Sutherland said.
The mayor of Baltimore, Maryland, Stephanie Rawlings-Blake,
is also critical of police departments moving too fast to purchase cameras. Rawlings-Blake
said on MSNBC’s Morning Joe
program that the rush to buy
cameras by departments around
the country is costing taxpayers millions of dollars, Reuters
reported.
Proponents of body cameras
believe equipped officers would
be less likely to use deadly force,
according to NPR. But opponents
say wearing cameras could negatively impact police morale and
recruitment.
In the long run though, Rick
Smith—CEO of Taser, an Arizona-based public safety technology company—believes police
departments may end up paying
more should they not decide to
purchase cameras.
“The argument we’re seeing today is why don’t we spend a bit
more on cameras now and we’ll
save a lot on litigation in the future,” Smith said.

summer blackboard
What: online summer courses taught in Blackboard
When: summer term, May 26th – August 21st
Sign up: register in TOWER when you sign up for fall classes
Hassle-free: no extra permission or forms required
Tuition: $350/hr.

courses
BIB110 Biblical Literature I

HIS125 History of the US since 1877

BIB210 Biblical Literature II

HUM230 Art as Experience

BIB313 Romans

KIN100 Fitness for Life

CAS110 Public Speaking

KIN200R Running

CAS120 Interpersonal Communication

MAT110 Finite Mathematics

ECO201 Principles of Microeconomics

MAT120 Investigations in Mathematics

ECO202 Principles of Macroeconomics

PHI413 Contemporary Christian Belief

ENG110 Expository Writing

PSY100 Introduction to Psychology

ENG230 World Literature

REL313 Historic Christian Belief

EXS402 Admin of Human Performance

SOC220 Ethnic & Minority Issues

HIS124 History of the US to 1877

@TaylorUOnline

#SuBb

online.taylor.edu/summer
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It’s

TAYLATHON

TIME

Team members get
ready for the big race
Austin Lindner
Staff Writer

Quick turns, tricky transitions and
gritty wipeouts all make up what
students have come to know and
love about Taylathon, Taylor’s annual cross-campus bike race. As eight
teams, two from each class, gear up
for the competition tomorrow, we
had the opportunity to ask a few of
the team members about the highs
and lows of this university tradition.

FRESHMEN:
Macky Hecox
Can you describe your team as
an animal?
An armadillo. Armadillos have a
special way of rolling themselves up
into a ball to defend themselves from
harm. This is something our freshman team has had to learn how to
do, considering our newbie status and
the many falls that come with that.
How do you feel about 5:30 a.m.
practices?
At 5:30, I am honestly most concerned about all (the) poor worms
I am killing as I step through darkness. Other than that, 5:30 practices are the best! I only have like
seven tests this week so I don’t
need that much sleep anyways.
Are you nervous about falling
during the race?
I am embracing the cold hard
truth that my body and the ground
will become one during this race. I
tell myself that confidently falling
is much more respectable than timidly falling—so give it all you got if
you’re going down.
Taylor Christophel
How has your Taylathon experience been so far?
It’s has been a lot of fun. The upperclassmen are great and have
given some of us underclassmen
some tips on how to perfect those
tricky transitions.
Who do you think will
win Taylathon?
The senior team is going to be
very tough to beat.
What is the best and worst part
about participating in the race?
The best part is making some
new friends and being a part of a
great Taylor tradition. The worst
part is definitely the 5:30 practices.

SOPHOMORES:
Tia Etter
Is thi s your f irst year doing Taylathon?
This is my second year of Taylathon and I feel like I have a good
grip on the handlebars . . . if you
know what I’m saying.
If you could describe your team as
an animal, what would it be?
Our team is like a herd of meerkats. We’re silent and harmless.
But when we all come together, not
only are we super cute, but we’re a
force to be reckoned with.
Best and worst part
about Taylathon?
The best part of participating

in Taylathon is bonding with my
team and getting an adrenaline
rush from jumping off a moving bicycle. The worst part of Taylathon
is watching people fall. Even if you
don’t fall, it’s easy to get a bad case
of the sympathy hurts.
Logan Evans
What name would you give to
your team?
My team name would be the
Soph-winners.
If your team was an animal, what
would it be?
I would probably describe my
team best as a camel. We might
not be as fast as some other teams,
but we are dependable. Thus, as a
camel, we will have an advantage
if there is a drought on Saturday.
Have you fallen in practice yet,
and do you plan to fall dramatically in front of the student body to garner sympathy votes for prom queen?
I think I fell once in practice. I’m
taking a year off from running for
prom queen this year. I might be
the queen Taylor deserves, but I’m
not the one it needs.

JUNIORS:
Tobi Ballantine
Have you wiped out yet in practice?
I have never had a bad wipeout
in practice, but last year when I fell
I tried to be as dramatic as I could
so that I got a lot of attention. And
it worked.
When was the last time you cried
in practice?
Why must you bring that up
so soon?
Are the teams mostly returning or
are there a lot of new people?
The junior girls team is mostly returning, but the junior guys (team)
is mostly new. All the ( freshmen)
are returning riders too, which
was impressive.
Who do you think is going to
win Taylathon?
MAHE.
Nathan Tomcik
If you could give your team a name
what would it be?
Better Late Than Never.
Are you nervous about falling in
front of the student body?
That’s what Taylathon is all about,
failing and people making fun of
you. That or being excited to see you
wreck. It’s really a lot like the Hunger Games. You compete in a dangerous competition as others cheer
you on and hope you get hurt.
What is your team’s spirit animal?
We are probably a narwhal. We
exist, and some people know it, but
some people think we aren’t real.
Those people are wrong.
And we will impale the competition with our horn-tusk.
Have you wiped out yet in practice, and do you plan to wipe out
dramatically in front of the student
body to garner sympathy votes for
prom queen?
I’ll do whatever it takes to help
my standing with the public.

SENIORS:
Miranda Brookshire

How to b r e a k up
with your roommate
A script for that looming
conversation
Malaina Yoder
Contributor

Hey, can we talk?
It’s just—I’ve really enjoyed rooming with you, you know? And . . . um
. . . well . . . I just don’t think this is going to work out.

I think we’ve both felt the tension in
this relationship. I’ve known this was
coming since September, but you may
have missed some of the signs. It’s really not you, though. It’s me and my
lack of patience with your Skype yelling matches with your long-distance
S.O. at three in the morning. It’s really my fault for being intolerant to the
Mt. Everest of clothes, food, homework and possibly a few stray mice
blocking our door.

Photograph provided by Tobi Ballantine

The junior Taylathon team is ready to take over.

Photograph provided by Emma Robertson

The senior Taylathon riders can’t wait to finish their last year out strong.

Taylathon is a challenging but exciting tradition.

How m any years h av e you
done Taylathon?
This is year number four for
this girl! I was tricked into racing
( freshman) year and I have been
hooked ever since.
Is your team mostly returners
or newbies?
We only have two returners for
the girls this year so the majority
of the team is new. We had a hard
time recruiting and barely pulled
a team together in time, but from
the few times we have all practiced

together I think we are going to do
great!
Have you wiped out in practice yet?
Not really. Freshmen year the
first time I transitioned off the bike
on race day I wiped out, so I imagine the only way to end my career
as a Taylathoner is to fall. I am fully
expecting it to happen at least once
during the race.

I think we should see other people
because I really can’t give you what
you need. As in, you really need
someone who will allow you to put
the socks you’ve worn for three days
straight on your pillow, and I’m not
capable of that kind of love.
You are just too amazing for
me. I’ve never met someone who
can go two weeks without leaving the room. Also, your determination never to crack a window
is impressive.
Our lives are clearly going in different directions. You’re clearly on
the fast path to the show “Hoarders,” judging by the collection of
dolls that lines the floor of our

room and consumes the shelf space.
Of course, I don’t think that falling
asleep in a doll asylum is creepy or
anything. I just couldn’t devote my
life to it in the same way you do.

Luke Hall
H o w h a s y o u r Ta y l a t h o n

I’ve never met someone
who can go two weeks
without leaving the room.
You are going to make someone
really happy. I’m jealous of your
next roommate and how they will
get to listen to your monologues
about how wonderful your significant other is. Your lucky future
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experience been so far this year?
It’s been fun, tiring and greasy.
Lots of bike grease.
What’s a fun fact about your team?
We just had our first full team
practice Thursday.
When was the last time you cried
in practice?
This morning when the bike
broke again. We need to get some
new bikes or bigger budgets.
Who’s going to win Taylathon?
I think it’s a toss up between the
senior guys and the sophomores.
roommate won’t feel the need to do
anything else the night before two
papers are due but to enjoy stimulating commentary on how your
lover kisses.
I’m clearly not ready for this serious of a relationship. You are
more ready to embrace commitment than I am. We should take
a break from the constant phone
calls that are filled with tears about
how much homework you have to
do. And obviously, between FIFA
and sleep, you have no time to finish that.
I’m truly grateful for this year, but I
think our paths are leading us in different directions.

“It was cool to see people who had different
life experiences than me. I met a kid who had
seen things that I’ve only heard of.”
A strong connection
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The Weekly Nugget
“Chew on this…”
Will Severns
Columnist

Each time I hear the phrase “Taylor
bubble,” I cringe.
Your Weekly Nugget: Go to
_____________ and start a friendship with _____________.
You know the scary shovel man
from “Home Alone”? Of course you
do. You may have even had nightmares about him. Kevin and Buzz
watch him from their window as
Buzz tells neighborhood lore about
the old man wandering the streets.
The boys quickly close the curtains as the shovel man catches
them staring.

It can be easy to look at our neighbors the same way.
But I want to give three examples of friendships in this community that have changed me. My
hope in this Nugget is for you to
be prayerfully bold in your interactions within the Upland/Grant
County community.

Bali
By going to Handy Andy and starting a friendship with Bali, I gained
a buddy from another culture and
learned about his life transition from
India to the U.S. He has probably rung
up your Polar Pop before, and I encourage you to introduce yourself—
he is a great man.
The best story I have about Bali is

when I invited him to play slow-pitch
softball with me and some guys on
the lawn by the DC. Being from India, Bali is a huge cricket fan and I
thought to myself, “How different
could the rules really be?” Turns out
a lot different. I will spare you the details, but regardless, we had a great
time, and Bali makes any Polar Pop
run better.

Gary
Gary the barber is an Upland legend. He has been cutting hair for
way longer than you had any in the
first place. Ladies, there is a boutique attached to Gary’s shop run
by a family friend, if you’re into that
sort of thing.
There is a great Art of Manliness
article on “Rediscovering the Barbershop,” and after I read that I began to grasp the value of frequenting
a barber shop. It’s more than a good

A strong connection
Youth Conference 2015
changes high school
students’ lives
Gracie Fairfax
Staff Writer

You may have walked into your room
last weekend, surprised to see that a
new and much younger roommate

had taken over your real roommate’s
body. Fortunately, before you had a
“17 Again” conversation with them,
you realized it was Youth Conference weekend.
The theme of this year’s Youth Conference was WIRED. Speaker Jared McCaleb, a pastor at The Woodlands
First Church in Texas, encouraged
high school students in their walk

with Christ.
Freshman Sean McKee, who participated in a series of dramas correlating to the overall theme, had the
opportunity to interact with McCaleb
during the weekend.
“The speaker we had was really involved on campus throughout Youth
Conference,” McKee said. “I actually got to sit down with him and eat
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Gungor takes the stage at Youth Conference.

haircut—it is an experience. Gary,
along with some regulars you may
meet in-shop, will regale you with
advice, war stories and tales of life
in Upland.

Jim
Jim Slater, an Upland resident, is my
swimming buddy most nights at the
Eichling Pool. Jim swims at least twice
a day, every day, and has been retired
for twelve years now. He was a swim
coach for 30+ years and loves to give
back to his local community. The fact
he invests time into students’ lives at
Taylor has meant a lot to me as well
as many others.
Jim is an avid Sun & Heir fan and
has one of the biggest hearts of anyone you will ever meet. He has taught
me a great deal on what it means to
be faithful. I am extremely grateful for
our relationship.
I wanted to give these few examples
lunch with the people from the cabinet and people who were involved in
Youth Conference. He was interested in interacting with us and in being
present with us.”
This weekend also gave Taylor leaders the opportunity to lead small
groups of high school students, giving students the opportunity to ask
tough questions and reflect on all
that they learned throughout the
weekend. Each small group also had
a team theme.
Sophomores Hannah Sisson and
Vanessa Gramling led one of the
small groups.
“Our group was team four, and our
mascot was ‘Divergent,’” Sisson said.
“We had a lot of good moments of
people judging us for our sign and us
just being proud.”
Youth Conference benefits not only
the students, but also the leaders, as
they grow alongside their groups.
Freshman John Gemmel, who led
a small group with fellow freshman
Colson Egli, was especially impacted
by his conversations with his group.
“It was cool to see people who had
different life experiences than me,”
Gemmel said. “I met a kid who had
seen things that I’ve only heard of. It
was fascinating to see a broad range
of kids. Some had very similar experiences and some did not. A kid I
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so you would be encouraged to go to
_____________ and start a friendship with _____________. Community outreach can be as simple
as that.
And now, back to the “Home
Alone” example. When Kevin ends
up meeting the shovel man at church
on Christmas Eve, he finds out this
feared man actually has a heart for
others as well as his family.
The reason I am not a fan of
the “ Taylor bubble” is that, unlike “ The Truman Show,” all it
takes is a few steps off campus
to realize we are surrounded by
amazing human beings who, like
ourselves, need the love of Jesus
every day.
Will Severns is encouraging you to
check out a Fort Wayne TinCaps game.
Tickets for $5 and fun for the whole
family ( floor)! Can’t beat it.
met went to a house church of 10 or
15 people, which just blew my mind,
because where I go to church it can
seat 3,000.”
Sophomores Tyler Amann and
Steve Lancaster encouraged their
small group to dig into deep conversations, talking about how a good
God can allow evil in the world.
They posed deep questions, which allowed their group to be honest about
deep questions.
Also included in the action-packed
weekend was a concert by Gungor.
While the crowd was smaller than
their typical audiences, which can
exceed 40,000 people, the band did
not miss a beat.
Many people put in time during
Youth Conference weekend to cultivate a welcoming environment
for high school students, but it
would not have been possible
without the countless hours put
in by the Youth Conference cabinet, led by seniors Zach West and
Kassi Chou.
Although it might seem stressful
to have hundreds of high school students running around campus, Youth
Conference can influence the rest of
a student’s life. The volunteers are
there to help the students, but in the
end, they end up being impacted just
as much.

Bi-Weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Camila
Chiang

Ryan
Szemplinski

“Let’s get this bird
in the air”
–Jenny Valkier

“Which is better, using a pre-built engine
or making your own?”

Photograph provided by Camila Chiang

Photograph provided by Ryan Szemplinski

To nominate someone you know and love to be the next bachelor or bachelorette, email echonewslifeandtimes@gmail.com

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Lauren Anderson @
 myfairlandy
“32 more days of the windblown look.” -@Marisa_ann28
#seniorcountdowns #windiana
#tayloru

Grace Foltz @GFoltzinator
@heardontheloop “I am like a
reverse Benjamin Button” So...
like a normal person? #tayloru
Blythe todd @Justcallmeblith
Proud of #tayloru for learning
a song by Gungor that isn’t
Beautiful Things.
Andrew Paul Davis @

andrewdavisﬁlm

When no one from your wing is at
your table and u feel like a queen
#tayloru
Caleb Grubb @GrubbyC
“Wengatz or Sammy, that was
about it. 4th Gerig?” - our new
dean #tayloru
lydia c-j markovich @
 lydzﬁdz
Alternative swear words to
scream when falling oﬀ this
bike in taylathon. MARY LOU
HABECKER LTC CORNUCOPIA
#taylorU

@ronni.meier: Three (techinically four) generations of
PAs. These girls are fantastic. I was so blessed to live
with them. #2NE #KathyrnHasNoCoffee #TaylorU

@hannahpfau: These people. So wonderful. Thank you for
everything you do. Stay spiffy. #tayloru @tayloruniv

Zach West @zachgoeswest
Dining Commons, I appreciate
your valiant attempt at celebrating
Earth Day, but can’t we have
grass-fed beef everyday? #tayloru
#EarthDay

A&E

The show has been providing a venue for
students since 1996. In the 2014 show, only 60
out of the 160 entries were chosen.
Celebrating student creativity
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From left to right, Ty Kinter, Haley Kurr, Jessica Schulte, Carter Perry, Sean Sele, Ben Klein, Emma Helfgott and Jenna VanWeelden dance the night away in Roderick and Berkeley’s tribute to Irving Berlin.

Final theater production
of year highlights music
of Irving Berlin
David Seaman
A&E Editor

In America, we like our ideals. We like
to express what we believe, especially
through songs that speak to the heart
and soul of the American dream.
What America has in spades is
hope. That is present in songs of
great American songwriter Irving Berlin, whose optimistic view of the USA
peppers his songwriting. It is songs
such as “Blue Skies,” where “good
luck came a-knocking at my door/
Skies were gray but they’re not gray
anymore.” Tunes such as “Count Your
Blessings (Instead of Sheep),” where
singing about having a small bankroll
means remembering when you had
none at all, and you fall asleep counting the blessings you have. This uplifting hope transcends time as well;
in “Always,” the days may not always
be fair, but there is knowledge that “I’ll
be there, always.”
These songs shape the mindset of
Berlin, whose 64 tunes (out of an estimated 1,500 he wrote) makes up “I
Love a Piano,” Taylor Theatre’s last
production of the year.

Berlin was a Russian Jew born
in 1888 whose only memory of his
homeland was watching his house
burn to the ground. Escaping anti-Semitic riots from the Tsar’s Cossack forces, his family secretly made
its way to New York City. The change
from Russian oppression to American freedom, where his religion was
not a handicap and a person could
go from rags to riches. In his long
lifetime, Berlin churned out hundreds of pop songs, reams of sheet
music and nearly 20 complete Broadway scores.
Berlin’s ditties shape the narrative
of the musical, written by the team
of Ray Roderick and Michael Berkeley for the 2006 premiere of the production. Director of Theatre Tracy
Manning is the artistic director and
assistant professor of music Conor
Angell is the music director for this
impressive Taylor production.
The music and lyrics of Berlin’s
six-decade career evolve over time,
from 1910 to the late 1950s. From Tin
Pan Alley to the streets of the Depression, early 1940s dance floors
to junkyards and theaters, the music ebbs and flows with each place
over time.
The superbly talented cast is
made up of suave men ( freshman Ty

Kinter, sophomores Sean Sele and
Ben Klein and junior Carter Perry)
and flirtatious ladies ( freshman
Jenna VanWeelden, junior Jessica
Schulte and seniors Emma Helfgott
and Haley Kurr). Each cast member
keeps their same name and characteristics from the beginning but
changes with the times, creating a
loose but entertaining story arc.
Each person’s story revolves
around eponymous piano, a rustic reddish-brown instrument with
a few bad keys but tremendous endurance and charm—sort of like
America. The piano allows musicians to craft pop songs, and it constantly provides entertainment for
people. From desperate workers to
junkyard tramps, dance floor halls
to military shows, the piano is there
to create balance.
Revolving around the piano is a
bevy of creative set pieces and scenes
involving the cast. A humourous misunderstanding at a speakeasy has
people running around desperate
to hide their “hooch,” while a dance
competition has couples jitterbugging until they’re exhausted. My favorite is a silent movie spectacle that
has Klein showing off his Buster Keaton-like slapstick skills. As he transfers the piano from the 1920s to 1930s,

Klein serenades the audience.

a jazzy score and flashing lights create quite the amusing scene.
For all the scenes of happiness
and hope, however, the score does
not sentimentalize the joys of life.
Songs like “Russian Lullaby” subtly
reflect Berlin’s upbringing. The most
haunting of these is “Supper Time,”
originally about a wife’s reaction to
her husband’s lynching, but here it
describes a woman lamenting her
husband’s death after World War II.
Berlin clearly sees the potential
America can bring to people’s lives,
but he refuses to ignore the realities
of suffering. This works well with
the scenes set during the Depression and the war, adding poignancy
to the overall production.
With a musical boasting showstoppers like “Anything You Can Do,”
“Puttin’ on the Ritz” and “There’s No
Business Like Show Business,” the
set as a whole needs to be epic as
well. And it is: a ring of red drapes
and sparkly piano keys surround the
stage, with a shiny black floor highlighting the piano in the center. An
art deco background opens up to
reveal a hand-picked, tuxedo-clad
orchestra in the back, brilliantly complimenting the wide range
of vocal talent in the cast. Strings,
winds, brass, pianos, drums . . . all of

the instruments reveal the bigness of
Berlin’s scores.
The whole thing feels ultra-theatrical, making the Mitchell Theatre stage seem larger than life. It’s
glamorous but dusty, confident but
worn, showing how America’s past
leads into an optimistic future.
You’ll come out of “Piano” tapping your shoes to the enthusiasm
the cast and band presented. Berlin’s music shows the best America has to offer. Come and spend a
few hours away from your worries
and stresses.
And while the musical has a run
time, its themes do not. As Berlin
wrote in “Always,” the days may not
be fair, but someone will love you
not for just an hour, a day or a year.
But always.
“I Love a Piano” will run this Friday and May 1–2 at 7:30 p.m. and
April 26 and May 3 at 2 p.m. in the
Mitchell Theatre. This Saturday’s
scheduled April 25 presentation is
sold out.
Tickets are $12 for adults, $10 for
students and $8 for seniors and children 12 and up. Tickets are available
at the Mitchell Theatre Box Office or
by contacting the office at boxoffice@
taylor.edu or 765-998-5289.

Schulte dances with Sele.

Celebrating student creativity
All Student Art Show
provides venue for
Taylor artists
Laura Koenig
Contributor

Poster provided by Taylor Art Department

A shoulder, a back, an arm—the photos celebrate distinct parts of the
body, showing the beauty and peculiarity of every individual. Senior Sarah Coss’s entries are one example of
the many being submitted to Taylor’s
annual All Student Art Show.
“The goal is to celebrate and
showcase exceptional work,” said
Jonathan Bouw, art department
co-chair. “It gives them a venue
to show their work because this is
what a lot of them are going to be
doing for a living.”
Students can submit entries in
four different mediums: photography, design, 2D and 3D. However, there is no guarantee that the
artwork will make it into the show.
Ron Mazellan, an art professor at
Indiana Wesleyan University, will
come and judge the expected 200
entries, choosing only a certain
number of pieces to display.

The show has been providing a
venue for students since 1996. In
the 2014 show, only 60 out of the
160 entries were chosen. Since the
show’s date was moved from February to May this year, even more
entries are expected, as students
have had more time to complete
their projects.
Coss, a photography major, plans
on submitting the photos from her
senior show.
“I don’t really expect to win anything, but it’s nice to see what people think of my work. There’s an
outside juror coming in, so it’s nice
to see what someone from outside
of Taylor thinks.”
Junior graphic design major Lizzie Wilson will be submitting a
graphic design piece from her Design History class.
“I just want to get in the show
and be featured in the gallery,” Wilson said. “It would look good in my
portfolio, and it gets my stuff out
there.”
Coss is also excited to see the
work of non-art majors.
“I absolutely love going to the
shows and seeing what other

students beyond the art department are producing,” Coss said. “I
think that it is really eye-opening
for the other students in the art
department and can broaden our
perspectives.”
Not only will students have the
opportunity to display their work,
but they could also win awards
and sell their pieces at student-set
prices. In previous years, some
of the pieces were purchased by
the art department and Zondervan Library.
Along with the opportunity to sell
their artwork, multiple awards are
possible for the exhibitors, such as
the Haines Purchase Prize ($1,000),
Best of Show ($350) and the Mitchell Purchase Prize (based on artwork sale price). Each medium
category also has a first, second and
third place cash award. The prizes are from generous donations, as
well as endowment funds.
The juror will choose the final pieces for the show on April 28. The All
Student Art Show, along with the
awards presentation, begins on May
1 at 6 p.m.

OPINIONS

When a public figure dies, the media,
including our favorite social sites, can
be ruthless.
Public mourning
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Chivalry takes a bow

Receiving grace harder
than giving grace
Christopher Fales
Contributor

In last week’s The Echo, two letters
were published representing two opposing views on chivalry. As the “classic picture of chivalry,” according to
the caption of the picture, I felt that
I ought to ring in with my own views
on the subject.
For those who do not know me, I
am Taylor’s “doorstop,” a title I invented myself and the only one,
aside from my own name, that I accept as accurate description of my
duties (although “that guy who always holds the doors open at chapel”
comes close).
The idea has logical origins—my
high school band had to walk through
a set of double doors, carrying instruments, chairs, music, etc. They
needed a doorstop, so I became one.
I continued the ministry when I came
here and found that it was not necessary, but people appreciate it. (To

all those that tell me: I do hear you.)
I also discovered something else—
the real issue in this debate, which
is nominally over chivalry. I am really, really bad at receiving the grace I
offer to others. And no offense, but
from what I have seen, most people at
Taylor aren’t much better at it than I.
I think that the problems start with
what we are called to do as believers.
We must live self-sacrificially, preaching the Gospel in deed before word
and, in so doing, live as Christ did. (If
you want the flashier version, read
Taylor’s mission statement.)
This ideal very quickly becomes
corrupted. We feel, despite numerous chapel messages to the contrary,
that before we help people get their
lives in order, we ought to organize
our own lives. Therefore, receiving
the help we’re used to giving feels like
an admission of weakness at best—
and selfishness at worst.
This is ridiculous. First, we do not
put lives in order—our own or anyone else’s. God does that. He may use
us as factors that bring about change
in people’s lives, but the knowledge

of what is good for them and how to
bring it to them is his.
Second, if accepting help means
admission of weakness, so be it.
As pastor Steven Furtick of Elevation Church wrote: “The reason we
struggle with insecurity is that we
compare our behind-the-scenes to
everyone else’s highlight reel.”
We have weaknesses. And in some
cases, the greatest service we can render
to people is to step back and let them
act. I learned this from people who refused to let me help them—the refusal felt like a slap in the face. They don’t
want me intervening, I thought; they are
just fine on their own. How selfish.
And then I applied it to myself: If I
don’t let people help me, I’m no better off than those who refuse me. And
so I learned to forgive those who refused me, to come up with ways of
gently asserting myself and to accept
help where it is offered.
So, how does all this apply to the
idea of chivalry? Luke Wildman is
correct in that sacrifice is the essence
of chivalry. Hannah Schaefer is also
correct, in that sacrifice and service
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Not only should you recognize others’ acts of grace, but
you should also receive those acts graciously.

are not prerogatives of being male.
I suggest, as application, this general rule: If someone does offer the
services associated with chivalry, accept them (serving the people in the

process) and then look for a way to
“get them back.” If they object, it is their
problem, not yours, and it may even
open the door for discussions about
motives—pun entirely intended.

Extra! Extra!
If incoming students receive
higher scholarships, shouldn’t
current students, too?

I got an SAT tutor for my 18th birthday. I’d already taken the test twice. I
had the highest score in my class, but
that didn’t matter. Taylor’s President
Scholarship was still 10 SAT points out
of my reach.
So I took it again and boosted my
score. My scholarship went from
$8,000 to $10,000. Many students like
me worked hard to get the $10,000,
which was the highest Taylor offered.
For some students, that scholarship
was the only way they were able to
come to Taylor.
For those of you who haven’t heard,
Taylor is changing the way it does
scholarships. The totals for each tier
of academic scholarships has been
raised $4,000.
That sounds like great news, right?
Taylor tuition is going up again next
year, so more scholarship money can
only be a good thing. And it is—if
you’re starting as a freshman next fall.
Only incoming students will be
affected by this change in scholarship policy.
Current students are locked in.
Two of my friends compared this
situation to the parable of the vineyard workers (Matthew 20:1–16), making the same argument separately. We
should be glad for the grace offered to
the incoming freshmen even if we’re
not offered it.

Nobody wants to be the disgruntled
worker. I’ve been trying to follow my
friend’s advice. But, right now, I just
see the $8,000 of debt I could be dodging over the next two years.
One student in Breuninger sees what
could have been a chance at staying on
campus next year.If her $8,000 scholarship was raised to the new $12,000 total
incoming freshmen are receiving, she
could afford to stay in the dorms. Instead, she’s moving in with her grandparents a mile off campus.
Next year, if the statistics on collegedata.com and similar websites
remain accurate, over 90% of incoming student should receive at least
$5,000.The mid-level Faculty Scholarship (previously $6,000) is now worth
$10,000, and over half of next year’s
freshman should qualify.
Our tuition is still going up.
According to Taylor’s website,
one-fourth of our students’ parents make less than $65,000 a year.
Those students and others struggle
to keep themselves on campus every semester.
I don’t begrudge the incoming
freshmen their chance at a better scholarship, but I also don’t
understand why it’s only being
opened to new students. If Taylor
raised its scholarships marginally for all students or locked in our
tuition rate, maybe then it would
make sense.
I don’t feel like any of the chosen
workers in that parable. They all
ended with the same wages. I feel
like someone the landowner refused
to hire.

Before

After

President Scholarship
$10,000

President Scholarship
$14,000

Dean Scholarship
$8,000

Dean Scholarship
$12,000

The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices on Taylor
University’s campus fairly and without bias and to be a vehicle
of accurate and pertinent information to the student body. The
Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion about
relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.

Faculty Scholarship
$6,000

Faculty Scholarship
$10,000

Student journalists have published The Echo weekly since
1913, except for January term, exam week and holidays.
The Echo is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.

Trustee Scholarship
$4,000

Trustee Scholarship
$8,000

Academic Merit Award
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$14,000
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Hundreds of fans’ posts and tweets credit Gilbert Blythe (Crombie) as their first love.

Public mourning
Fans have right to pay
their respects online
Kate G. Jameson
Copy Editor

A small part of my heart died on April
15, 2015.
Why, you ask? Jonathan Crombie
passed away. Those who, like me, didn’t
recognize the name might be more familiar with the character he brought to
life: Gilbert Blythe.
Crombie is most famous for his portrayal of the love interest of Anne Shirley, better known as Anne of Green
Gables. The only actor to play Gilbert
on screen, Crombie stole the hearts of
many fans.
He died unexpectedly at the age of 48.
Facebook and Twitter exploded as
women of all ages mourned the man
who played such a well-loved character.
Many claimed he was their first crush.
And while all of the posts I saw concerning Crombie’s passing expressed admiration for the man, that often isn’t the case
when a celebrity dies.
For instance, look at Robin Williams,
another celebrity who died recently. The initial response was explosive,
with many people sharing the impact
the comedian had on their lives. Once
the details of his suicide were reported,
fans began to focus on his death more
than his life. The way he died took precedence over the way he touched people’s lives. Many believed his death
was sensationalized.
When a public figure dies, the media,
including our favorite social sites, can be
ruthless. Rumors fly concerning the circumstances of the celebrity’s death. Dirty
laundry, past secrets and sensationalized

gossip are aired and misreported. It raises
an interesting question.
Fans may have the right to grieve publicly, but should they?
Some people feel that even though
celebrities are public figures, they put
their pants on same as everyone else.
Their deaths should be treated the
way you would treat a “normal” person’s death.
Others compare social media mourning to strangers crashing a funeral. They
say anything and everything they want
about the deceased, whether it’s true or
not. But the families of the celebrities
deserve the chance to grieve in peace
and not worry about what the media is
saying. They believe fans should mourn
through silence and keep speculation
to themselves.
I disagree.
For the most part, celebrities are artists, creators of entertainment in various forms. As consumers of that art,
fans have every right to grieve the loss
of the artist. We want to honor the work
they created and the impact they had
on our lives.
That being said, celebrities are also
people. We seem to have the twisted
idea that, because celebrities are public figures, we can say anything we want
regarding them. The lines between their
public and private lives blur.
Fans should have the decency to
pay homage to their dead idols, not
drag their names through the mud.
They should focus on the positives of
the person’s life, not the negatives or
the rumors.
Of course, it’s ultimately up the person
posting. Will you honor the memories
of celebrities like Jonathan Crombie, or
will you stain them with accusations?

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
nicholenparks@gmail.com by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“I really appreciate their encouragement and have
loved working hard with them. I’ve really just tried
to follow their lead and learn from them.”
Trojans take two
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Larry Winterholter (left) pitches the ball to his son Tim Winterholter (right) at the dedication of Winterholter stadium.

Saturday night sweep
Trojans turn tide
after six innings

not struggled much in classes, having later games takes a weight off
their shoulders.
Chris Yingling
“I am very proud of our team’s academic performance as a whole (3.38
Sports Editor
team GPA),” Gould said. “HopefulAfter months of construction, the ly this allows them to be in all their
baseball lights are up and running.
classes for home games and takes the
Campus leaders, alumni and stu- pressure off of them and their profesdents came out to celebrate the ded- sors that way. We all know it’s extra
ication of the improved Winterholter work for their professor to give makeField on Saturday. Led by Vice Pres- up quizzes, tests or schedule their
ident for University Advancement projects around games so hopefully
Ben Sells, Athletic Director Angie
Fincannon, Dean of Students Skip
Trudeau, head coach Kyle Gould and
President Eugene Habecker, the TU
community released purple and gold
balloons to celebrate the completion
of the second phase of the baseball
field development.
“It gives our student athletes a lot
of opportunities,” Fincannon said.
“Putting lights on our baseball field
allows our players to go to more classes and allows our fans to come later to see the games. Baseball is the
sport that notoriously misses class
due to doubleheaders.”
Keeping baseball players in class this takes a lot of the pressure off of
has been a priority for the Athletic everyone in that respect.”
Department. While the athletes have
Following the dominating 2–0 win

“One of the
strengths of our
offense is how
deep we are
throughout the
order. Our guys at
the top did a good
job of working the
count and putting
the pressure
back on them.”

over Indiana Wesleyan the night before,
Taylor had plenty of pressure to complete the season sweep under the lights.
The IWU bats were strong in the
first game as the cross-county rivals
jumped to a 3–0 lead in the first six
innings of play. However, Taylor took
advantage of poor pitching from the
Wildcats.
After walks from junior Kevin Fahy
and freshman Tanner Watson, junior
slugger Danny Moorehead smacked a
double into left field, scoring both runners. Junior Jake West followed up with
a double of his own, scoring Moorehead
to tie it up. Senior Alex Senyshyn and
sophomore Nick Saldutti also grabbed
RBI singles to increase the lead to 5–3.
While the sixth was the only inning
where Taylor scored in Game One, it
was enough to knock off the Wildcats.
“One of the strengths of our offense
is how deep we are throughout the
order,” Gould said. “Our guys at the
top did a good job of working the
count and putting the pressure back
on them. Danny Moorehead had the
big hit to get us going, and then we
were able to continue that approach
through the back of our order from
(West, Senyshyn and Saldutti).”
The Trojans returned to form in

Connor Rowland logged three put-outs for the
Trojans along with scoring a run in Game Two.

Moorehead celebrates with his teammates after a second inning three-run homer.

Game Two. A five-run lead formed in
the second inning, spurred on by the
hitting efforts of junior Brian Moore,
Senyshyn, Fahy and Watson. Moorehead also belted a home run, scoring
three TU players. The strong Taylor offense spurred the team to a 12-2 Game
Two victory.
Junior pitcher Ryan Masters improved to 4–2 with his win over

Trojans take two
Both teams split at
IWU tourney

Photograph provided by TU Sports Information

Zeilstra won both the No. 6 singles and No. 3 doubles at IWU.

Georgetown resulted in four singles
victories. Senior Devin Moore and
sophomore Juan Ramirez won in
Kyle Keck
straight sets at the No. 1 and No. 2 singles slots. Freshmen Alex Jung and JaSports Writer
cob Scott served up a pair of singles
Men’s and women’s tennis got some victories as well during each of their
love over the weekend as both Taylor nail-biting matches.
teams grabbed a victory at the IndiThe men’s doubles teams doubled
ana Wesleyan Tournament.
up on wins as both of the Trojans’
The men’s team started strong by doubles matches ended in a TU vicedging out Georgetown College 6–3 tory. Scott and senior Carlos Guarin
but was later defeated by IWU 7–2. waltzed their way to an 8–1 win in No.
For the women, Taylor started the 3 doubles. Taylor’s No. 1 doubles duo,
morning right with a 5–4 win over consisting of Moore and sophomore
IU Southeast. But the motif of the Chris Robbins, won an 8–4 match
weekend continued for the No. 25 as well.
This season has been Moore’s
IWU women’s team. They defeated
Taylor 9–0 as the Trojans ended their first with a racket since high school.
spring season.
The Wheaton, Illinois, native spent
The men’s morning match versus four years as a midfielder for the TU
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Indiana Wesleyan.
Taylor’s four-game stretch of wins
against Indiana Wesleyan is the
eighth consecutive sweep in team history against the Grant County rivals.
Taylor will take the field again tomorrow against Bethel on the road
before returning home for a 5 p.m.
doubleheader against Huntington
on Tuesday.
soccer team. Moore adjusted easily
to the new sport due to a welcoming
team atmosphere.
“I really appreciate their encouragement and have loved working hard
with them,” Moore said. “I’ve really just tried to follow their lead and
learn from them.”
The TU women tallied two doubles
wins and three singles wins versus IU
Southeast. Junior Katherine Marquez
showed dominance in her match by
defeating her No. 1 singles opponent
6–1. Freshman Annika Zeilstra pocketed a No. 6 singles victory, while
sophomore Ashlen Nisley took home
her No. 5 singles match as well.
The No. 2 doubles tandem of Marquez and sophomore Sarah Smith
came out on top while the No. 3 duo
Zeilstra and freshman Seven Wieland
followed suit.
The Taylor men’s team will face off
against Hanover College in a home
match today at 4:30 p.m.
Athlete of the Week

Zach Warner
Year

Senior

Hometown

Portage, Michigan

Events

3K Steeplechase

Pump-Up Song

“Boasting” by Lecrae

Funniest teammate

Joe Beamish

Favorite track memory

Joe Beamish doing the Haka

Key stats

9:44.64 in steeplechase on Saturday

Photography by Josh Adams

